When attempting to design a truthful mechanism for a computationally hard problem such as combinatorial auctions, one is faced with the problem that most efficiently computable heuristics can not be embedded in any truthful mechanism (e.g. VCG-like payment rules will not ensure truthfulness).
Introduction
Indeed implementation of combinatorial auctions faces many challenges ranging from purely representational questions of succinctly specifying the various bids, to purely algorithmic challenges of efficiently solving the resulting, NP-hard, allocation problems, to pure game-theoretic questions of bidders' strategies and equilibria. Much work has recently been done on these topics, see e.g., [15, 18, 22, 26, 5, 10] and many references therein.
Perhaps the most interesting questions are those that intimately combine computational considerations and game theoretic ones. Possibly the most central problem of this form is the difficulty of getting algorithmically efficient truthful mechanisms. The basic game-theoretic requirement in mechanism design is that of "truthfulness" (incentive compatibility), i.e. that each participating agent is motivated to cooperate with the protocol and to report his true valuation. 1 The basic algorithmic requirement is computational efficiency. Each of these requirements can be addressed separately: "VCG mechanisms" [32, 8, 12] -the basic universal possibility result of mechanism design -ensure truthfulness, and a host of algorithmic techniques (e.g. [30, 33, 34] ) can achieve reasonably good allocations for most practical purposes (despite the general NP-hardness of the allocation problem). Unfortunately, these two requirements do conflict with each other. It has been noticed [18, 24] that when VCG mechanisms are applied to non-optimal allocation algorithms (as any computationally efficient algorithm must be), truthfulness is not obtained. This problem was studied further in [23, 15, 16] .
The basic key positive result is due to [18] . They restrict the set of preferences that agents may have to be what they call "single minded", i.e. agents that are only interested in a single bundle of items. For this class of bidders they present a family of simple greedy mechanisms that are both algorithmically efficient and truthful. They also show that one mechanism in this family has provable approximation properties. In this paper we continue this line of research. We slightly further restrict the agents, but we obtain a much richer class of algorithmically efficient truthful mechanisms. In fact we present a set of general tools that allow the creation of such mechanisms. Many of our results, but not all of them, apply also to the general class of single-minded bidders.
In our model, termed "known single minded bidders", we not only assume that each agent is only interested in a single bundle of goods, but also that the identity of this bundle can be verified by the mechanism (in fact it suffices that the cardinality of the bundle can be verified). This assumption is reasonable in a wide variety of situations where the required set of goods can be inferred from context, e.g. messages that needs to be routed over a set of network links, or bundles of a given cardinality. Our model captures the general case where only a single parameter (a one-dimensional valuation) is unknown to the mechanism and must be handled in a truthful way. (The single parameter case has also been studied from a computational point of view in a different context in [1] .) We first present an array of general algorithmic techniques that can be used to obtain truthful algorithms:
• Generalizations of the greedy family of algorithms suggested by [18] .
• A technique based on linear programming.
• Finitely bounded exhaustive search.
• A "MAX" construct: this construction combines different truthful algorithms and takes the best solution.
• An If-Then-Else construct: this construction allows branching, according to a condition, to one of many truthful algorithms.
The combination of these techniques provides enough flexibility to allow construction of many types of truthful algorithms. In particular it allows many types of partial search algorithms -the basic heuristic approach in many applications. We demonstrate the generality and power of our techniques by constructing polynomial-time truthful algorithms for several cases of combinatorial auctions with known single-minded bidders for which we prove approximation guarantees:
• An ǫ √ m-approximation for known single minded cases for any fixed ǫ > 0. This improves over the √ m ratio proved in [18] , where m is number of items. This is, in fact, the best computationally efficient algorithm (due to [13] ) known for combinatorial auctions even without requiring truthfulness.
• A very simple 2-approximation for the homogeneous (multi-unit) case. The homogeneous case with knwon single minded bidders is computationally equivalent to the kanpsack problem. Despite the extensive literature on multi unit auctions (starting with the seminal paper [32] ) this is the first polynomial time truthful mechanism with valuations that are not downward sloping.
• An m + 1-approximation for multi-unit combinatorial auctions with m types of goods.
Recent Related Results. Since the initial publication of this paper [20] several papers have considered known-single-minded bidders and our techniques. An (1 + ǫ)-approximation (w.r.t the social welfare) truthful mechanism is presented in [2] for combinatorial auctions with ln m copies of each item. Recent papers [6, 4] consider mechanisms for multi-minded-bidders, in which every bidder is interested in exactly one subset from a collection of subsets, and all such subsets have exactly the same value for the bidder (the "single-value-case"). The paper [6] also shows a quite general method to transform a pseudopolynomial algorithm into a monotone FPTAS 2 for single-minded bidders. As a result, the monotone FPTAS for the knapsack problem gives (1 + ǫ)-approximation (w.r.t the social welfare) truthful mechanism for single-minded multi-unit auctions. In [4] a deterministic technique is suggested to convert several truthful mechanisms for known-single-minded bidders to mechanisms in undominated strategies for single-minded bidders. Both papers use our notion of bitonicity.
Auctioning Convex Bundles (e.g. advertising space on newspaper's page) for both singleminded-bidders and known-single-minded-bidders is studied in [3] , demonstrating truthful mechanisms with better approximation ratios for the known-single-minded-bidders model.
Recently, several computationally-efficient incentive-compatible probabilistic mechanisms for Combinatorial Auctions with general bidders (not "single minded") and good approximation ratios were suggested [17, 11] . A 2-approximation computationally-efficient truthful mechanism for general bidders suggested by [9] . This mechanism is a carefully designed VCG-based mechanism. A deterministic √ m-approximation dominant-strategy computationally-efficient Combinatorial Auction mechanism for the general bidders is still not known.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we formally present our model and notations. In section 3 we also provide a simple algorithmic characterization of truthful mechanisms. 2 An FPTAS algorithm is polynomial in the size of the problem instance and In section 4 we present our operators for combining truthful mechanisms. In section 5 we present our basic techniques and prove their correctness. In section 6 we present our applications and prove their approximation properties. Finally, in section 7, we briefly mention which of our results generalize to the single-minded case and then present our mechanisms for this more general case.
The Model
We formally present our model: the mechanism under consideration, its basic components and the assumptions on the bidders' type.
Combinatorial Auctions
We consider an auction of a set U of m distinct items to a set N of n bidders. We assume that bidders value combinations of items: i.e., items may be complements or substitutes of each other. Formally, each bidder j has a valuation function v j () that describes his valuation for each subset S ⊆ U of items, i.e. v j (S) ≥ 0 is the maximum amount of money j ∈ N is willing to pay for S. An allocation S 1 , ..., S n is a partition of a subset of U among the bidders. We consider here auctions that aim to maximize the total social welfare, w = j v j (S j ), of the allocation. The auction rules describe a payment p j for each bidder j. We assume the bidders have quasi linear utilities, so bidder j's overall utility for winning the set S j and paying p j is u j = v j (S j ) − p j . Rational players wish to maximize this value.
Known Single Minded Bidders
In this paper we only discuss a limited class of bidders, single minded bidders, that were introduced by [18] . I.e., the bidder is willing to pay v * j as long as he is allocated S j . We assume that each v * j is privately known to bidder j. We deviate from [18] and assume that the subsets S j 's are known to the mechanism (or alternatively can be independently deduced or authenticated by the mechanism). We call this case, known single minded bidders. It is easy to verify that all our results apply even if only the cardinality of S j is known. Some of our results hold even if the S j 's are only privately known (as in [18] ). We briefly describe this case in the last section.
The Mechanism
We consider only closed bid auctions where each bidder j ∈ N sends his bid v j to the mechanism, and then the mechanism computes an allocation and determines the payments for each bidder. The allocation and payments depend on the bidders' declarations v = (v 1 , . . . , v n ). Thus the auction mechanism is composed of an allocation algorithm A(v), and a payment rule p(v), where p i (v) ∈ R ∪ ∞ for every player i.
Treated as an algorithm, the allocation algorithm A is given as input not only the bids v 1 ...v n , but also the sets S 1 ...S n that are desired by the bidders. Its output specifies a subset A(v) ⊆ N of winning bids that are pair-wise disjoint, S i ∩ S j = ∅ for each i = j ∈ A(v). Thus bidder j wins the set S j if j ∈ A(v) and wins nothing otherwise.
Let v −j be the partial declaration vector (v 1 , ..., v j−1 , v j+1 , ..., v n ), and let v = (v j , v −j ). For given valuations v −j and allocation algorithm A, we say that v j is a winning declaration, if j ∈ A(v j , v −j ). Otherwise, we say that v j is a losing declaration. Sometimes we shall simply say that j wins S j if j ∈ A(v).
The (revealed) social welfare obtained by the algorithm is denoted w A (v) = Σ j∈A(v) v j . While our allocation algorithms attempt maximizing this social welfare, they of course can not find optimal allocations since that is NP-hard [18] and we are interested in computationally efficient allocation algorithms. A c-approximation algorithm A always outcomes a social welfare of at least the optimal social welfare divided by c:
c , where w * (v) is the optimal social welfare, for every v.
Bidders' strategies
Bidder j's utility in a mechanism (A, p) is thus u j (v) = v j − p j if j ∈ A(v), and u j (v) = −p j otherwise. A mechanism is normalized if non-winners pay zero, i.e. p j = 0 for all j ∈ A(v). In this case u j = 0 for all j ∈ A(v).
Bidder j may strategically prefer to declare a value v j = v * j in order to increase his utility. We are interested in truthful mechanisms where this does not happen. 
Multi unit Auctions
In a Multi Unit Combinatorial Auction we have many types of items and many identical items of each type. We consider a multiset U with m different types of items, where m i is the number of identical items of type i = 1, . . . , m. Let M be the total number of goods, that is M = Σ m i=1 m i = |U |. The special case m = 1 where all items are identical, is called a Multi Unit Auction. The knapsack problem is a special case of the allocation problem of Multi Unit Auction.
All our results apply also to multi-unit combinatorial auctions, where we assume that a bidder is interested in a fixed number of goods of each type. I.e. instead of having a single set S j , each bidder has a tuple q 1 ...q m , specifying that he desires (has value v * j for) a multiset of items that contains at least q i items of type i, for all i.
Characterization of Truthful Mechanisms
It is well known that truthful mechanisms are strongly related to certain monotonicity conditions on the allocation algorithm. This was formalized axiomatically in the context of combinatorial auctions with single minded bidders in [18] . We present here a simple characterization for the case of known single minded bidders. This characterization reduces the problem of designing truthful mechanisms to that of designing monotone algorithms, which is then considered throughout the rest of the paper.
Monotone Allocation Algorithms
An allocation algorithm is monotone if, whenever S j is allocated to j and the declared valuation of j increases, then S j remains allocated to j. Formally: Definition 3 An allocation algorithm A is monotone if, for every bidder j and every v −j , if v j is a winning declaration then every higher declaration v ′ j ≥ v j also wins.
Lemma 1 Let A be a monotone allocation algorithm. Then, for every v −j there exists a single critical value
, v j is a winning declaration, and ∀v j < θ j (A, v −j ), v j is a losing declaration.
Proof: Non-existence of critical value for v −j means that for every c
where v ′′ j is a winning declaration and v ′ j is a losing declaration. This contradicts A's monotonicity, and so a critical value exists. Now, suppose by contradiction that θ 1 < θ 2 are distinct critical values, then
is simultaneously a winning declaration (θ 3 > θ 1 ) and a losing declaration (θ 3 < θ 2 ) for j, a contradiction.
Fix an algorithm A and bids of the other bidders, v −j . Note that θ j = θ j (A, v −j ) is the infimum value that j should declare in order to win S j . In particular, θ j is independent of v j . Note that the 2nd price (Vickrey) auction fixes this value as the payment scheme. This can be generalized.
Definition 4
The payment scheme p A associated with the monotone allocation algorithm A that is based on the critical value is defined by: p j = θ j (A, v −j ) if j wins S j , and p j = 0 otherwise.
The Characterization
It turns out that monotone allocation algorithms with critical value payment schemes capture essentially all truthful mechanisms. Formally, they capture truthful Individually Rational (IR) mechanisms (those where truth-telling players always get non-negative utility).
Theorem 1 An Individually Rational (IR) mechanism is truthful if and only if its allocation algorithm is monotone and its payment scheme is based on critical value.
The theorem is a consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2 Let (A, p) be a truthful Individually Rational mechanism. Then A is monotone and p is based on critical value.
Proof: Fix v −j . We first argue that p j ≤ v j for every v j . In case that for every declaration v j , player j is allocated a superset of S j then as the mechanism is truthful and Individually Rational it must be the case that the payment must be zero (since the player j with v * j = ǫ wins and must get non-negative utility). Clearly, in this case p j = 0 ≤ v j . For the other case, assume that there's a declaration v ′ j that causes player j to lose. By Individual Rationality, it must be the case that p j (v ′ j , v −j ) = 0. Now, if a truthful player with v j = v * j wins, it must be the case that he pays less then v j , otherwise he can declare v ′ j and ensure a zero utility. We conclude that p j ≤ v j for every v j and v −j . Now, consider the values v j < v ′ j . Assume by contradiction that v j , v ′ j are winning and losing declarations, respectively. Consider a player with v ′ j = v * j . Now if j declares the truth he loses and gain zero utility (by IR). However, if he untruthfully declares v j he can gain positive utility (since
, contradicting truthfulness . The monotonicity follows. Now, consider the following scenario: Bidder j truthfully declares v j , wins S j and pays p j > θ j . However, θ j + ǫ is a winning declaration with a lower payment and hence with a higher utility. Therefore p j ≤ θ j . For the case p j < θ j , consider j with true value v * j , where p j < v * j < θ j . Bidding truthfully results in zero utility. Bidding untruthfully θ j + ǫ, the bidder wins S j , pays p j and gains positive utility. Hence the payment for S j is exactly p j = θ j .
Lemma 3 Let A be a monotone allocation algorithm and p A the associated critical value payment scheme. Then the mechanism (A, p A ) is truthful and Individually Rational.
Proof: Fix v −j . Let S ′ , S be the sets bidder j wins, and u ′ j , u j the utilities j gains when bidding v ′ j , v * j , respectively. We argue that u ′ j ≤ u j in each of the following cases, and as a result truthful bidding is a dominant strategy.
1. S ′ = S. The payment is independent of j's declaration: If the bidder wins, recall that θ j is independent of the declaration, and if he loses he pays zero by the associated critical payment scheme, hence the utilities are equal.
We get that the mechanism is truthful. Now, together with the facts that the mechanism is monotone using associated critical value payment scheme, we get that the mechanism is Individually Rational. Items 2 and 3 show that a truth-telling player always gets a non-negative utility.
The theorem also implies that if the allocation is polynomially computable, then so is the payment scheme (using binary search).
Proposition 1 If the allocation algorithm of a truthful normalized mechanism is computable in polynomial time, and the values v 1 , . . . , v n are always integers then the payment scheme can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof: If the critical values are integers then performing a binary search to find the critical values takes a polynomial time. Otherwise 3 , we use the following simple observation. As every critical value is unique, we can round up every critical value to the next higher integer. This value is well defined and maintains truthfulness for integral input. As a result only the payment scheme slightly changes (but not the allocation algorithm). Again, performing a binary search to find the rounded up critical value takes a polynomial time. 
Bitonic Allocation Algorithms
We use a special case of monotone allocation algorithms, called bitonic. Given a monotone algorithm A, the property of bitonicity involves the connection between v j and the social welfare of the allocation A(v j , v −j ). What it requires is that the welfare does not increase with v j when v j loses (v j < θ j ), and does increase with v j when v j wins (v j > θ j ), (see fig. 1 
One would indeed expect that a given bid does not affect the allocation amongst the other bids, and thus for v j < θ j one would expect w A to be constant, and for v j > θ j one would expect w A to grow linearly with v j . Most of our examples, as well as the optimal allocation algorithm, indeed follow this pattern. This need not hold in general though and there do exist non-bitonic monotone algorithms, as the following example demonstrates. Intuitively, if player i's value is high enough he wins the item, otherwise he can decide between players k and j. The KM-algorithm is monotone (the critical value for any bidder other than i is either zero or infinity, and the critical value for bidder i is 2Y ). Focusing on bidder i, observe that the welfare in the interval [0, 2Y ) is increasing if v j < v k , and so the KM-algorithm is not bitonic.
Combining Truthful Mechanisms
In this section we present two techniques for combining monotone allocation algorithms so as to obtain an improved monotone allocation algorithm. These combination operators together with the algorithms presented in section 5 provide a general algorithmic toolbox for constructing monotone allocation algorithms and thus also truthful mechanisms. This toolbox will be used in section 6 in order to construct truthful approximation mechanisms for various special cases of combinatorial auctions.
The MAX Operator
Perhaps the most natural way to combine two allocations algorithms is to try both and pick the best one -the one providing the maximal social welfare.
MAX (A 1
, A 2 ) Operator 1. Run the algorithms A 1 and A 2 .
if w
This algorithm is not in general guaranteed to be monotone.
Example 2
The maximum of two KM-algorithms is not monotone in general. Consider the following KM-algorithms:
We are able to identify a condition that ensures the monotonicity of the M AX operator.
Theorem 2 Let
is a monotone bitonic allocation algorithm.
Proof: Fix v −j , and set , y) be the respective welfares as a function of the declaration y of bidder j.
Recall the simple fact: if f (y) and g(y) are decreasing functions then so is h(y) = max{f (y), g(y)}. Assuming w.l.o.g that θ ′ ≤ θ ′′ , we conclude that ∀y < θ ′ the function f M (y) is decreasing, and ∀y > θ ′′ the function f M (y) is increasing. For the interval I = [θ ′ , θ ′′ ] consider the cases:
• θ ′ = θ ′′ . Here f 1 and f 2 share the same "global minimum". Clearly M is a bitonic allocation algorithm, and θ j (M, v −j ) = θ ′ = θ ′′ .
• θ ′ < θ ′′ and ∀y ∈ I : f 1 (y) ≥ f 2 (y). Here f M ≡ f 1 . Then M is bitonic as algorithm A 1 , and
• θ ′ < θ ′′ and ∀y ∈ I : f 1 (y) < f 2 (y). Here f M ≡ f 2 . Then M is bitonic as A 2 , and θ j (M, v −j ) = θ ′′ .
• Otherwise, it must be the case that f 1 (θ ′ ) < f 2 (θ ′ ) and f 2 (θ ′′ ) ≤ f 1 (θ ′′ ). Let J be the maximal interval {y |y ∈ I, f 1 (y) < f 2 (y)} and let θ 0 = sup J. J is not empty, and θ ′ ≤ θ 0 ≤ θ ′′ . We argue that ∀y ∈ [θ ′ , θ 0 ) : f 2 (y) ≥ f 1 (y) and f M = f 2 is decreasing. Similarly, ∀y ∈ (θ 0 , θ ′′ ] : f 1 (y) ≥ f 2 (y) and f M = f 1 is increasing. Thus M is bitonic, and θ j (M, v −j ) = θ 0 .
Note that w M (θ j (M, v −j ), v −j ) cannot be higher than the left-hand and the right-hand limits as we took the maximal welfare.
Since the maximum of two bitonic algorithms is also bitonic, then inductively the maximum of finite number of bitonic algorithms is monotone.
The If-Then-Else Operator
The max operator had to run both algorithms. In many cases we wish to have conditional execution and only run one of the given algorithms, where the choice depends on some condition. This is the usual If-The-Else construct of programming languages.
If cond() Then
If cond(v) holds return the allocation A 1 (v). Else return the allocation A 2 (v).
The monotonicity of the two algorithms does not by itself guarantee that the combination is monotone. As a simple example consider the following algorithm: If Σ n i=1 v i is even then the bid with largest valuation wins, otherwise bidder 1 wins. For a fixed v −j , observe that if v j is a winning declaration (j wins) then v j + 1 is a losing declaration (1 wins instead), and so the algorithm is not monotone. We require a certain "alignment" between the condition and the algorithms in order to ensure monotonicity of the result.
Definition 6 A Boolean function cond() is aligned with the allocation algorithm A if for every v −j and every two values v j ≤ v ′ j the following hold: • cond(v) fails, j ∈ A 2 (v) and cond(v ′ ) fails. Here the output of If-Then-Else(cond,
The monotonicity of A 2 implies that if v j is a winning declaration, so is v ′ j .
• cond(v) fails, j ∈ A 2 (v) and cond(v ′ ) holds. Assume by contradiction, that j / ∈ A 1 (v ′ ). But then cond(v) must hold (as the 2nd requirement in def. 6).
Some Basic Truthful Mechanisms
In this section we present several monotone allocation algorithms. Each of them may be used as a basis for a truthful mechanism. They can also be combined between themselves using the operators previously described.
Greedy
The main algorithmic result of [18] was the identification of the following scheme of greedy algorithms as truthful. First the bids are reordered according to a certain "monotone" ranking criteria. Then, considering the bids in the new order, bids are allocated greedily. We start with a slight generalization of their result.
Definition 7 A ranking r is a collection of n real valued functions (r 1 (), r 2 (), . . . , r n ()), where r j () = r j (v j , S j ), j ∈ N . A ranking r is monotone if each r j () is non-decreasing in v j .
We will use the following monotone rankings. The last one is applicable for Multi Unit Combinatorial Auctions.
1. The value ranking: r j (.) = v j , j = 1 . . . n. We now describe the greedy algorithm, that greedily allocates the bids with the highest rank.
Greedy Algorithm G r based on ranking r 1. Reorder the bids by decreasing value of r j (.).
2. WinningBids ← ∅, NonAllocItems ← U .
3. For j = 1..n (in the new order) if (S j ⊆ NonAllocItems)
• W inningBids ← W inningBids ∪ {j}.
• N onAllocItems ← N onAllocItems − S j .
Return WinningBids.
Lemma 4 (essentially due to [18] ) Any greedy allocation scheme G r that is based on a monotone ranking r is monotone.
Proof: For every v −j and v j ≤ v ′ j , the monotonicity of r implies r j (v j ) ≤ r j (v ′ j ). If v j is a winning declaration for j, then when G r considers satisfying S j , say in the k'th iteration, no conflict occurs, that is S j ⊆ NonAllocItems. Moreover, considering S j in any former iteration would imply no such conflict, since NonAllocItems in any former iteration is a superset of NonAllocItems in the beginning of the k'th iteration. The ranking values of all other bids are identical for the two possible inputs. Hence declaring v ′ j ensures considering S j in an iteration ≤ k. It follows that v ′ j is a winning declaration, as well.
It turns out that a greedy algorithm is in fact bitonic.
Lemma 5 Any greedy allocation scheme G r that is based on a monotone ranking r is bitonic.
Proof: Consider any v −j . By Lemma 4, G r is monotone with the critical value θ = θ j (G r , v −j ). Let f (y) = w Gr (v −j , y), that is f (y) is the welfare of the allocation G r (v −j , y). If declaring θ by bidder j is a winning declaration, then: ∀y < θ : f (y) = f (0), since declaring y or zero by bidder j results in the same allocation. Hence f is a constant function on [0, θ). In addition, ∀y ≥ θ declaring y or θ result in the same winning allocation for player j, and so f (y) = f (θ) + y − θ. This shows that f is a linear increasing function on [θ, ∞). If θ is a losing declaration, f is constant on [0, θ], and linear in (θ, ∞).
Partial Exhaustive Search
The second algorithm we present, performs an exhaustive search over all combinations of at most k bids. The running time is polynomial for every fixed k.
Exst-k Search Algorithm
2. For each (subset J ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that |J| ≤ k):
3. Return WinningBids.
The extreme cases are of interest: Exst-1 simply returns the bid with the highest valuation; and Exst-n is the naive optimal algorithm which searches the entire solution space. We shall use Exst-1, and hence give it an additional name.
Largest Algorithm
Return the bid with the highest valuation v h = max j∈N v j .
Lemma 6 Let F be any fixed subset of the feasible allocations, and let A be the allocation algorithm that picks the optimal allocation (w.r.t. the social welfare) among the ones in F , using an arbitrary tie breaking rule. Then, A is monotone and bitonic.
Proof: Consider any v −j and values v j < v ′ j , where we assume by contradiction that v j , v ′ j are winning and losing declarations, respectively. Let WinningBids, WinningBids' be the respective allocations and Max, Max' be the respective welfares. Algorithm A considers WinningBids and WinningBids' for both possible declarations. It must be the case that Max
The monotonicity of A follows. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of lemma 5.
Corollary 1 For every k, Exst-k is monotone and bitonic.
LP based
Since the combinatorial auction problem is an integer programming problem, many authors have tried heuristics that follow the standard approach of using the linear programming relaxation [22, 34, 33] . In general such heuristics are not truthful (i.e., not monotone). In this section we present a very simple heuristic based on the LP relaxation that is truthful.
In this subsection we use the general notation of multi unit combinatorial auctions. The multiset S j can be regarded as the m-tuple (q 1j , . . . , q mj ), where q ij it the number of items of type i in S j . The optimal allocation problem can be formulated as the following integer program, denoted IP (v).
Removing the integrality constraint we get the following linear program relaxation, denoted
Natural heuristics for solving the integer program would attempt using the values of x j in order to decide on the integral allocation. We show that the following simple rule does indeed provide a monotone allocation rule.
LP-Based Algorithm

Compute an optimal basic solution x for LP (v).
2. Satisfy all bids j for which x j = 1.
Theorem 4 Algorithm LP-Based is monotone.
Notations: Let v j ≤ v ′ j and so ∆ = v ′ j − v j is nonnegative. Let x, x ′ be optimal feasible solutions to LP (v), LP (v ′ ), respectively, where
The proof of theorem 4 is a consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 7 ∀v −j , x j is a non-decreasing function of v j .
Proof: x ′ is feasible solution to LP (v) and so Σ n l=1
Proof (of theorem): v j is a winning declaration for bidder j iff x j = 1. Using lemma 7 we get that 1 = x j ≤ x ′ j ≤ 1, and hence v ′ j ≥ v j is a winning declaration, as well.
Observe that for the case of combinatorial auction, as opposed to the general case of multi unit combinatorial auction, we could have taken the threshold of 1/2, that is to satisfy all bids with x j > 1 2 . We will also later require the following property of the LP solution. Lemma 8 Let σ = Σ n l=1 x l v l be the optimal objective function value of LP (v), and similarly
The optimal solution vector x to LP (v) is a feasible solution to LP (v ′ ), as both have the same set of constraints. Thus we have σ ≤ σ ′ . Similarly, x ′ is a feasible solution vector to LP (v), and hence Σ n l=1
Applications: Approximation Mechanisms
In this section we use the toolbox previously developed to construct truthful approximation mechanisms for several interesting cases of combinatorial auctions (all with known single minded bidders). These mechanisms all run in polynomial time and obtain allocations that are within a provable gap from the optimum.
Multi Unit Auctions
In multi-unit auctions we have a certain number of identical items, and each known single-minded bidder is willing to offer the price v j for the quantity q j . Essentially, to find the allocation maximizing the social welfare, we are required to solve the NP-hard knapsack problem. Indeed, despite the vast economic literature, starting with Vickrey's seminal paper [32] , that deals with multi-unit auctions, attention was always restricted to "downward sloping bids" that can always be partially fulfilled. While the knapsack problem has fully polynomial approximation schemes, these are not monotone and thus do not yield truthful mechanisms. We provide a truthful 2-approximation mechanism. Let G v be the algorithm Greedy based on a value ranking. Let G d be the algorithm Greedy based on a density ranking.
Apx-MUA Algorithm
Return the allocation determined by MAX(G v , G d ).
Theorem 5
The mechanism with Apx-MUA as the allocation algorithm and the associated critical value payment scheme is a 2-approximation truthful mechanism for multi unit auctions.
The proof of the theorem is a consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 9 Algorithm Apx-MUA is monotone.
Proof: The proof is immediate from Theorem 2 as G v and G d are bitonic. By lemma 5, G v and G d are bitonic as both, the value ranking and the density ranking, are monotone. By Theorem 2, Apx-MUA is monotone as the maximum operator of two bitonic algorithms.
Lemma 10 Apx-MUA is a 2-approximation for the Multi Unit Auction allocation problem.
The following proof is similar to that in [19] , it is presented here only for the sake of completeness.
Proof: Let w * be the allocation value achieved by any optimal algorithm. It is enough to show that 
General Combinatorial Auctions
The general combinatorial auction allocation problem is NP-hard to approximate to within a factor of m −ǫ (for any fixed ǫ > 0) [14, 31, 18] . A √ m-approximation truthful mechanism is given in [18] for the case of single minded bidders. For known single minded bidders, we narrow the gap between the upper bound and lower bound even further and present truthful mechanisms with performance guarantee of ǫ √ m, for every fixed ǫ > 0.
Let G k be the algorithm Greedy based on the compact ranking by k.
k-Apx-CA Algorithm Return the allocation determined by MAX(Exst-k, G k ).
Theorem 6
The mechanism with ⌈ 4 ǫ 2 ⌉-Apx-CA as the allocation algorithm and the associated critical value payment scheme is an (ǫ √ m)-approximation truthful mechanism.
Lemma 11 Algorithm k-Apx-CA is monotone.
Proof: Immediate from Theorem 2 as G k and Exst-k are bitonic.
Lemma 12 Choosing k = ⌈ 4 ǫ 2 ⌉, algorithm k-Apx-CA provides ǫ √ m-approximation for the combinatorial auction allocation problem.
The proof is a slight variant of [13] , and is presented here for the sake of completeness.
Proof: Define j's bid as large if |S j | > m k , otherwise it is small. Recall that large bids have zero ranking in G k . We shall consider the following slightly weaker algorithm:
2. Construct the input v ′′ by ignoring all large bids, and run G k on v ′′ .
3. Return the allocation with higher value among them.
and possibly other zero ranked bids are contained in G k (v). Denote w * the optimal value, and let E k be Exst-k. Then,
For the first inequality consider the small and the large satisfied bids in the optimal solution. For each small S j that G k satisfies, the optimal algorithm could choose instead at most m k small bids each in a conflict with S j and each of a value at most v j . In addition, in the worst case the optimal algorithm would choose at most m/ m k large bids, where the total value of each k of them is at most the value w E k (v), which is the optimal possible value of at most k non-conflicting bids. The other inequalities are straight forward. Finally, for a given ǫ the parameter k should be ⌈ 4 ǫ 2 ⌉.
Multi unit Combinatorial Auctions
Here we consider the case of multi-unit combinatorial auctions. We provide a monotone allocation algorithm that provides good approximations in the case that the number of types of goods, m, is small. 
Theorem 7
The mechanism with (m + 1)-Apx-MUCA as the allocation algorithm and the associated critical value payment scheme is an (m + 1)-approximation truthful mechanism for multi unit combinatorial auctions with m types of goods.
The theorem is a consequence of the following lemmas. Define the Boolean function f h to be true if σ(LP (v)) < (m + 1)v h (v), and f alse otherwise.
The proof of this lemma follows immediately from the following lemma:
The condition Σ n l=1 x l v l < (m + 1)v h is aligned with the algorithm Largest.
Proof: For the first requirement of alignment, clearly if
Using the upper bound of lemma 8 and the fact that f h (v) holds, we get:
For the second requirement, assume that f h (v ′ ) holds and j / ∈ Largest(v ′ ). Clearly,
. By the lower bound of lemma 8:
Lemma 15 Algorithm (m + 1)-Apx-MUCA provides an (m + 1)-approximation for the Multi Unit Combinatorial Auction allocation problem.
Proof: Let w * be the optimal value. Consider the cases:
• The allocation is by Largest. It follows that f h (v) holds, that is σ < (m + 1) v h . Hence:
• The allocation is by LP-Based. Then σ ≥ (m + 1) v h . Any basic solution has at most m strictly fractional components (see e.g. [7] ). Recall that w LP −Based (v) is the value of all bids j with x j = 1.
Single Minded Bidders
Some of our techniques apply to the more general model of Single Minded Bidders of [18] . In this section we briefly mention which techniques do generalize and how. A single minded bidder j has a privately known (S j , v * j ), and it then submits to the mechanism a single bid of the form (T j , v j ), where T j ⊆ U . The definition of truthfulness of a mechanism, for single minded bidders, is that bidding the truth (T j , v j ) = (S j , v * j ) is a dominant strategy for all bidders j. An allocation algorithm A is monotone if for any bidder j and declarations of the other bidders (T −j , v −j ), whenever (T j , v j ) is a winning declaration for j so is any bid (
Theorem 8 (essentially due to [18] ) An Individually Rational mechanism is truthful if and only if its allocation algorithm is monotone and its payment scheme is based on critical value.
We mention whether and how each of our results generalizes.
• Characterization: The characterization of truthful mechanisms is now modified to include algorithmic monotonicity in T j .
• Basic algorithms: The basic algorithms Exst-k and Greedy generalize. Greedy is due to [18] and requires the ranking r to be also monotone in T j .
The LP-based algorithm for Multi Unit Auction generalizes. Interestingly, it does not generalize for Combinatorial Auction and Multi Unit Combinatorial Auctions [2] (section 6).
• Operators: If-Then-Else is monotone. The proof goes through once the definition of alignment is modified to take into account the declared sets. MAX is not monotone in general, as can be witnessed by the example below.
• Applications: The approximation mechanisms presented previously in subsections 6.1 and 6.2 are not necessarily truthful for single minded bidders. However, we provide an alternative 2-approximation mechanism for multi-unit auctions with single minded bidders. We can provide a direct proof of truthfulness for the following alternative 2-approximation efficientlycomputable truthful mechanism for multi-unit auctions. It is interesting to note that the above example suggests a possible way to modify the max operator between two greedy algorithms to maintain monotonicity for single-minded-bidders. The idea is to stop each greedy allocation in the first time that it fails to allocate a bid. In the above example the modified G d (greedy by density) will allocate only B ′ 1 , as opposed to B ′ 1 and B 3 by the original G d . This is basically the key idea in the following algorithm.
Basic Multi Unit Auction
In this subsection we describe a truthful 2-approximation mechanism for single minded bidders.
SMB-Apx-MU Algorithm
1. Re-index the bids so that: 
Theorem 9
The Mechanism with SMB-Apx-MU as the allocation algorithm and the associated critical value payment scheme is a 2-approximation efficiently-computable truthful mechanism for multi unit auctions.
The proof of theorem is a consequence of the following two lemmas. Lemma 17 SMB-Apx-MU provides 2-approximation for the Multi Unit allocation problem.
The proof is similar to that in [19] (see Lemma 10 above).
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